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amiempaques is a Colombian
designer and manufacturer of tailor
made and stock thermoformed
plastic packaging, utility, and point
of purchase products for food, retail,
merchandising, and general industries.
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A family-owned business since 2001,
they are one of the few vertically integrated thermoformers of thin gauge rigid
plastic packaging with an own in-house
PET extrusion process in Colombia.
Lamiempaques designs and develops
thermoformed products that creates
value for our customers by producing
creative utility parts to solve any industry
need, POP material that exemplifies
brands equity making them visible to
customers, food packaging that encourages impulse purchases through
visibility and safety, and innovative retail
packaging that enlightens your product
worth with maximum shelf appeal.

„We understand the importance of
packaging as an integral part of our
customer´s product for its supply chain,
protection, exhibition and sales promotion. And that´s why our designers are
driven by innovation, cost reduction,
raw material efficiency and product
performance.
Conscious that our planet needs to
lower the environmental impact of
industries all over the world and the
market requirement for environmental
friendly products, we have shifted our
production to use 100% post-consumer

recycled PET by introducing the deCON
as essential part of our production facility. By using rPET we are not only being
environmentally-responsible, but also
socially-responsible creating hundreds of
indirect workers in the recycling industry, and reducing food waste providing
packaging that protects and extends the
product shelf life.
Working with Starlinger viscotec’s
deCON has improved our productivity,
enhanced the intrinsic viscosity of rPET,
boost our thermoformed parts quality,
and provide food grade raw material.“
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to use 100% post-consumer recycled
PET by introducing the deCON as
essential part of our production facility.

